Custom or
Off-the-shelf eLearning:
Which do you need?

Custom Courses: Organization-specific
content, developed independently or in
partnership with an eLearning company.

Off-the-shelf: Courses that are ready to use on
a Learning Management System.

understanding your options

Custom or Off-the-shelf
Whether designing a new
training program or simply
searching for the right eLearning
tools for your existing program,
quality content is the first priority.
But what is the best way to ensure your
learners are getting the quality content
they need? Do you go with off-the-shelf,
ready-to-use content offered in an
eLearning company’s library? Or is it
better to go with customized content

developed in partnership with a
company?
Most training departments run into
these questions at some point. The
answers depend, of course, on your
organization learning goals and the
specific details of your industry, your
workforce, and your overall learning
culture.
To make this decision, it helps to get
clear on what you need:

What specific skills and policies
do you need to cover?
Are you training skills that are industry specific, or could they be
applicable to any industry? For example, most libraries of
off-the-shelf content will have courses covering leadership skills,
communications skills, HR policies on discrimination, and so on. On
the other hand, if you need a course covering how to pack meat in
cold storage, sell business insurance to large companies, or your
company’s history and policies with regards to FDA oversight, you
might have trouble finding just the content you need. A custom
solution would be in order.

Is there added value to customizing?
Off-the-shelf videos typically cost less because of the economy of
scale involved. Customized content, on the other hand, costs more
to produce. Be honest with yourself and evaluate whether you need
the level of specialization and customization that demands that
higher price tag.

evaluate whether
you need the level of
specialization and
customization that
demands that higher
price tag.

Do you need it now?
It feels empowering to have everything you need
at your fingertips. Custom content takes time to
create, edit, and distribute. Off-the-shelf content is
ready from day one. Speed is rarely a factor in
purchase decisions, but again, it could matter in
some situations.

What do employees expect?
People are what grow any business. And if your
people expect little more than a voice over some
random PowerPoint deck, just about any
professionally done course will be an upgrade.
Some people, however, might be used to
branded training content. Control of that brand
means they will take the content
more seriously.

Finally, it helps to know the strengths and
drawbacks of each approach. Knowing these
differences, many organizations end up using a
mix of custom and off-the-shelf content
depending on the particular application.
Off-the-shelf

Customized

Best for:

Quickly getting a course up and
running with few internal
resources

Teaching industry specific skills
and policies

Side Benefits:

No need to “reinvent the wheel”,
content sure to reflect accepted
best practices

Control of your brand and
message, industry specific
examples

Common skills and policies
found across industries

Anything.

Leadership skills,
communication skills, HR
policies, business math, etc.

Safe equipment operation,
company-specific policies,
company history

Lower, though depends on
quality

Higher

Lower, though depends on
quality

A lot (90-240 hours is typical)1

Can Cover:
Examples:
Cost Involved:
Time Involved:

If you want more
information about
eLearning and best
practices for training
in general, subscribe
to our blog to receive
the latest content
and updates.

“Success in life is founded
upon attention to the
small things rather than
to the large things.”

Here at ej4,

— BOOKER T. WASHINGTON, AMERICAN EDUCATOR,
AUTHOR, AND POLITICAL ADVISOR

We create our short-form training videos that are
easy to consume, don’t take up a lot of time, and,
in the long-term, increase your ROI.
Training should be engaging and accessible - with
our platform Thinkzoom, your employees can take
quizzes, complete worksheets, compete on a
company leaderboard and motivate each other to
gain the skills they need.
About ej4
ej4 is a leading provider of online video training solutions. We close the gap between
potential and results by providing an adaptable on-demand learning experience. In
short, People grow business. We grow people.
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